In this paper we discuss general regularization estimators. This class includes Tikhonov type and spectral cut-off estimators as well as iterative methods, such as ν-methods and the Landweber iteration. The latter estimators achieve the same (optimal) convergence rates as spectral cut-off, but do not require explicit spectral information on the operator and are often much faster to compute than Tikhonov regularization. We demonstrate application of a ν-method by an example involving the backwards heat equation.
Introduction
In this paper we are concerned with Inverse Problems. Here we aim to estimate some quantity of interest, which cannot be observed directly. In more detail, suppose we want to estimate a quantity described by an element f in a Hilbert space H 1 from indirect noisy measurements
where K is a known operator K : H 1 → H 2 mapping H 1 to another Hilbert space H 2 . The observations Y and H 2 are Hilbert-space-valued processes described below in more detail, and σ is the variance of the noise. We assume that K is linear, bounded and injective, but not necessarily compact. Inverse problems are prevalent in science. Typical examples include parameter identification problems in partial differential equations, e.g. the backwards heat equation.
Here K is the socalled "parameter-to-solution" operator, which simply means solving the partial differential equation for the parameter f . Another typical class of problems emerges if K is an integral operator, whence (1) may be an inverse regression or an inverse density estimation problem, e.g. estimation of the density of globular cluster luminosities in the Antennae galaxies from noisy observations 1, 2 . The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we show how model (1) relates to inverse regression and inverse density (quasi-)deconvolution problems, and briefly discuss Tikhonov and spectral cut-off estimators for f , which are the most frequently used spectral regularization estimators in practical applications. Moreover, we introduce iterative spectral regularization methods, which are often computationally more feasible than the aforementioned. In section 3 we apply ν-methods to the backwards heat equation.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss in detail the technical assumptions required for the results presented. Instead, we refer to Bissantz, Hohage, Munk & Ruymgaart 1 .
Methodology

The noise model
In this section we discuss how model (1) is related to practically relevant statistical models. We assume that the noise ξ is a Hilbert-space valued process, which is centered and has variance 1. Important applications of model (1) are the following. Error-in-variables, deconvolution: Suppose that the following observations are at our disposal
where F, W are stochastically independent, with densities f, w ∈ L 2 and w known. Our aim is to estimate f . In this case the density g of X is related to f by the convolution operator
It will be shown below that estimation of f by spectral regularization methods can be achieved by estimating q := K * g = K * Kf from the observations in the first step. In the density deconvolution or errorin-variables problem, an unbiased, √ n-consistent estimator of q isq
and the noise process ξ is given by
Inverse regression, Fredholm equation: Next we consider the regression setting, where we want to estimate the input function f from n discrete, noisy i.i.d. observations
where (X i , i ) are stochastically independent design variables X i and noise terms ε i , and
for a linear integral operator K. Similarly as in the deconvolution case the generalized empirical procesŝ
estimates q = (K * K)f in an unbiased and √ nconsistent manner. Moreover, the noise process ξ can again be defined as
Quasi-deconvolution:
Reconsider the deconvolution case, but now assume that the density g of X is given by
where h(·|y) is the conditional density of W given Y = y. Note that K is a convolution operator if Y and W would be stochastically independent. However, in many practical applications the variance of the noise term W depends on F . For a typical example consider observations of the brightness of a globular cluster belonging to some remote galaxy.
Here the measurement gets increasingly difficult with fainter cluster brightness, and the measurement noise increases. For quasi-deconvolution we replace the es-
Inverse estimators
We assume that the operator K : H 1 → H 2 is bounded and injective. Therefore its generalized (Moore-Penrose) inverse 
The spectral theorem justifies the functional calculus, which will be used to define general spectral regularization estimators. Let Φ :
where M Φ(ρ) is the operator given by multiplication with Φ(ρ), and U * the adjoint of U . For example, if K is the operator generated by convolution with some (known) density w on R, K * its adjoint and A := K * K, then the unitary transform U which appears in the spectral theorem and in functional calculus are the Fourier transformation F, and ρ is the Fourier transform of w.
We now define the regularized inverse of K † as
where Φ α : σ(A) → R, α > 0 are bounded functions which satisfy
in particular. The (generalized) spectral regularization estimator for f is given bŷ −1 , and can therefore be computed without refering to the spectral information σ(A), U . However, it can also be defined as the regularization estimator (3) for Φ Tik α (t) := 1/(t + α). In the case of spectral cutoff methods we have
To provide a specific example, consider density deconvolution on R (cf. Section 2.1). Then the spectral cut-off estimator of f readŝ
where ρ = |Fw| 2 . Note from eq. (4) that the regularization property of spectral cut-off is achieved by neglecting the high-frequency information in the observationsq n . This is because ρ(ω) 0 for ω → ∞, and division by ρ would blow up the measurement noise by an arbitrarily large amount for increasing frequency |ω| if no regularization is performed.
Both Tikhonov regularization and spectral cutoff methods require setting up a matrix representing the operator K, and moreover a matrix inversion or eigenvalue decomposition. This can be computationally very costly, e.g. in the case of parameter identification problems in partial differential equations. Another reason can be that estimatesf α,n are computed for many different values of the regularization parameter α in the case of data-driven regularization parameter selection methods such as cross-validation.
On the other hand, iterative methods can be defined for suitable collections of functions Φ α , which require for their computation only to apply the matrix representing the operator K and its transpose to a solution vector. This is an important advantage since for many problems there exist algorithms to apply the matrix to a given vector at a much smaller computational cost than the cost of setting up the matrix.
Important iterative spectral regularization methods are Landweber iterations and ν-methods. For these methods the regularization parameter α is given by the stopping index k of the iterations. The more iterations are performed, the less regularization is imposed on the solution.
For Landweber iterations we have Φ 1/(k+1) (t) := k−1 j=0 (1 − t) j , but the method can be implemented by the recursion formulâ
i.e. we do not require the spectral information U, ρ of A = K * K. Here, the regularization parameter can be identified as α = 1/(k + 1), and the norms on H 1 and H 2 have to be scaled such that A ≤ 1.
Better numerical convergence than for Landweber iterations can be achieved by ν−methods 5 . For a given parameter ν > 0, the estimatorf k,σ can be computed by the three-term recursion
with starting valuesf 0,σ := 0,
,
for k ≥ 2. Now the regularization parameter can be identified by α = (1 + k) −2 , which implies that the number of iterations required for ν-methods typically are of order square root the number of required Landweber iterations.
Bissantz, Hohage, Munk & Ruymgaart 1 analyzed the convergence of general spectral regularization methods of the form (3), and determined their rates of convergence, which depend on the smoothness properties of the input function f . It turns out that all methods defined in (3) converge with the same rates of convergence as spectral cut-off, which are in many cases optimal (cf. Mair & Ruymgaart 6 ). However, this only holds true as long as the smoothness of f is within the qualification of the respective method. Spectral cut-off and Landweber iterations have infinite qualification, and ν−methods are available for arbitrary qualification, but Tikhonov regularization has small qualification 1. This implies that in many cases Tikhonov methods cannot converge with optimal order. For details we refer to Engl, Hanke & Neubauer 4 and Bissantz, Hohage, Munk & Ruymgaart 1 .
The backwards heat equation
Finally, we briefly discuss an application of ν-methods to the backwards heat equation. To this end consider the inverse problem of reconstructing the temperature distribution at time t = 0 on some compact domain H ⊂ R 2 from discrete, noisy observations
of the temperature distribution at time t = T , where the design points X i form a regular mesh on H, and ε i is a centered, i.i.d. noise term with standard deviation σ.
For the backwards heat equation, the forward "parameter-to-solution" problem is described by the partial differential equation of parabolic type
with an initial temperature distribution f ∈ L 2 (H) and the final temperature distribution g(
We have implemented the backwards heat equation for a two-dimensional, approximately heartshaped, smooth domain H and defined the operator K as the evolution of the heat equation from time t = 0 to T = 0.001. For the observations the sample size is n = 200 and σ = 0.001. Moreover, the Laplace operator on the domain H was discretized by a finite difference scheme using 16038 unknowns. The matrix representing the forward solution operator K is therefore a dense 16038 × 16038 matrix, which would require a huge amount of computation time to be set up. However, the application of the operator K to a vector f can be implemented efficiently by time stepping methods. We have used a BDF multistep method.
To apply a ν-method to this problem we first have to estimate q = K * g. To this end we first estimate g := Kf with a locally linear estimatorĝ from the observations Y i . In the second step we computê q := K * ĝ . This estimator of q is not unbiased because the local polynomial estimatorĝ used in the first step is not either. However, in numerical simulations this approach turned out to be very stable. 
